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Trixe Nirankaris
By Kapur Singh I.C.S. (Reld.)
In the late twenties and the early thirties of the nineteenth century, there arose and flourished a Sikh
puritanical movement in the northwestern provinces of
the Sikh Common-wealth, the Saxkax-i-Khalsa, the adherents of which movement, called themselves nirankaris,
following the first description the Guru Nanak gave of
himself. "Nanak, the Nirankari" " I am Nanak, the
worshipper of the formless God." This movement is
not a separate sect of Sikhism. They practise the principles
of Sikhism with unwavering devotion and without
laxity. After the expulsion of the Sikhs from what Is now
Pakistan, the headquarters of these true Nirankari Sikhs
shifted from Rawalpindi to Chandigarh and they now
live In the Indian Punjab and the rest of India, hardworking and prosperous, indistinguishable from the
general mass of the Sikh community, except by their
marked piety and devotion to religion.
Their basic
I
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slogan is : dhann nirankar, deha dhari sabh khwar, tha tis,
'All praise to the formless God; all forms are perishable."
In the second part of tnis slogan, the students of
comparative Religions will detect the echo of the basic
Buddhist 'noble truth/ sab anitta, or an affirmation of
last words of Gautam the Budha wadhamma-sankhara : 'all
aggregates must disintegrate/ which is also the true Sikh

doctrine.

k

SOcio—Religious
Condition in Punjab BefOre And
After The Advent of Baba Dayal

Dr. Ganda Singh M.A., Ph. D.
No sooner did Ahmed Shah Durrani leave the country
towards the end of March 1765 then the Khalsa met at
Amritsar on the occasion of Baisakhi on ^pril 10th and
decided by a gurmata to march upon Lahore which, they
occupied on the 16th. With the occupation of the
capital of the Panjab, virtually the whole of the Panjab
was freed not only from the Mughals but also from the
Afghans.
In response to the joint petition of the Muslim,
Hindu and Sikh citizens of Lahore, Sardar Ranjit Singh
of the Sukkarchakkia Misal made it the capital of his
territories in 1799 and laid there the foundation of the
Sikh empire which became a part of the British empire
in India in 1849.
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Though the Khalsa were able to secure the political
independence of the Panjab from local tyranny and
foreign incursions, they could not, unfortunately, maintain the purity of their religion against the inroads of
Brahminism. The reasons are not far to seek. Soon
after the creation of the Khalsa in 1699, Guru Gobind
11
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Singh had not onfy to face the opposition of the
Brahmin-ridden Hindu Rajas of the Shivalak Hills but
also of the Mughals officiate. This robbed him of
almost aN of his time required for the proper grounding
of the new Khalsa converts who had come mostly
from the Hindu stock
During the short period of Bands
Singh Bahadur (170916), the Khalsa was busy in>
fighting against the Mughar faujdars who, in persuance
of the royal farmans of Emperors Bahadur Shah and
Siyar for the indiscriminate whol
massacre
of the Sikhs, were doing their utmost to extermi
the community. This continued for some forty years*
when the Khalsa had to seek shelter m desert jungles
and mountains. During their abserrse, the religious
places like dharamsalas were desecrated and demolished
and their scripturai literature was burnt down
Under
these circumstances, the maintenence of Sikh missionary
and educational centres was impossible. The same
uncertain state of affairs continued up to the end of
the century when they had not unoften to face the
Afghan invasions and struggle against the remnants
ot
the old order and consolidate their political gains
Some efforts were of course, made during the days
theMisalsand Maharaja Rarrjit Singh, both trar>s-Sutlei
and c.s-Sutlej areas, to revive the Gurdwaras and
dharmsalas with which the educational centres, knowr*
as pathshahs were closely associated, in the north
851
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Maharaja Ranjit Singh was no doubt, a Sikh, but
his government was not a theocracy. It was a popular
government. Its important ministerial portfolios were
mostly held by Muslims and Hindus. It is true that
Nihang Singhs at times playad a prominent part in
religious matters,
but
generally,
they remained
exclusive, taking no interest in public affairs much less
in the propagation of religion of in running of pathsalas
or schools for the education of people to have any
influence on their lives. On the other hand, the Brahmin
adventurers from the Uttar Pradesh, and the Dogras
from Jammu, assumed undue importance in the councils
of the Maharaja and gathered round them people of
their own persuasions.
With them came In the
worship of the Hindu gods and goddesses and the
performances of Brahmanical ceremonies which were
also occasionally attended and performed by the Sikh
Sardars either out of courtesy towards their friends and
colleagues or for lack of knowledge of their own faith.
And such social courtesy* at the sacrifice of one's
religious
Gonviction
is
a sign
of
weakness.
1 It was not mere courtesy that Induced Sikh aristocrats
and important Sardars to participate in Brahmnic
Ceremonies in the household of their Hindu friends.
It was then the way of life amongst Sikh Hindu
Society. Most of the Sikh Sardars used to consult
astrologers before adventuring to step out for a journey
or to start any big project.
Sikh religious leaders of eminence liKe Baba
Sahib Singh Bedi. Gyani Sant Singh (Amritsar) and
his desciples Bhai Santokh Singh (Famous for his
monumental work GURPARTAP SURAJ GRANTH) were
all steeped in Brahmnic lore.
-Editor.
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This growing
weakness on the
part
of
Sikhs
in the first half of the nineteenth century was keenly
felt by the sincere devotees of Sikhism who feared
lest it should, in course of time, reduce the religion of
Gurus Nanak Gobind Singh to a minor sect of Hindusm
or result in its absorption therein beyond recognition.
This meant the nullification of the work of the Gurus
and of the Khalsa for over three centuries for the uplift
of the people.
Considerable responsibility for this rot lay on the
shoulders of the Bedi and Sodhi families to which the
Gurus had originally belonged. The respect with which
the common people looked upon them was not unoften
expressed by their prostrating before them or by
touching their feet.
In their vanity, these Bedi and
Sodhi elders assumed the airs of undue superiority and
behaved like spiritual preceptors or gurus of old. At
times they moved from place to place with large
following, receiving offerings from their admirers and
•showering blessings upon them. This became a sort
of man worship which had been disapproved and deprecated by the Sikh Gurus.
3
All these un-Sikh practices were eating into the
vitals of the religion and called for a bold reformer to
stem the tide of heresy. And, He appeared in the
person of Baba Dayal. As a devoted Sahajdhari Sikh, he
was staunch believer in the independent entity of the
Sikh faith, with Guru Granth Sahib as its only scripture.
He held that all ceremonies in life should be performed
with the recitation of the hymns of their holy book
which inculcated the worship of the One Formless
God—M/YMtaMhrough constant repetition of His Name.
14

With Nirankar always on his lips and asking others to
do the same, he was known as Nirankari,
and his
movement for bringing back people from heresy to the
path of Nirankar also acquired the same name.
Baba Dayal was born at Peshawar on May 17, 1783
1
(Baisakh Sudi 15, Puranmasi, 1840 BK.) - His ancestors
originally belonged to Kabul in Afghanistan, and had
shifted to Peshawar.
Here his father Ram Sahai
Malhotra ran a banking shop dealing with the exchange
of Afghan currency. His mother Ladikki was a pious
lady. She regularly attended the morning service at
the Gurdwara Bhai Joga Singh and was accompanied
by her son. This greatly influenced the life of young
Dayal. With the deaths of his parents in quick
succession, Dayal was persuaded by his maternal uncle
2
Milkha Singh to move to Rawalpindi in 1808 . Here he
started a grocer's shop. He soon attracted the attention
of the local Sikhs w i t h his honest and truthful dealings
and regular attendence at the Bara-dari Gurdwara,

•known as Peshawarian di dharmsala*.
4

In March 1809 his business once took him to the
town of Bhera which was then a great market. Here he
stayed at the Dharamsala of Sant Budhu Shah of the
Sewa Panthi order and developed close relationship with
him through his discourses and identical views on
1 It is interesting to note that Mahatma Budh was also
born on Baisakh Purnama.
-Editor.
2 Gurdwara Peshawrian was built by Peshawari community. Baradari (Panchayti) Gurdwara was a different
place.
-Editor.
3 Baba Dayal migrated to Rawalpindi in 1802 AD.
-Editor
4 Date of Marriage of Baba Dayal was March 1808 AD.
15

Sikhism. Bhai Charan Das Kapur and his wife Bishan
Devi, who generally attended the dharmsala, were
highly impressed by the religious devotion and personality of Bhai Dayal and offered the hand of their
daughter Mool Devi in marriage to him
This was the
month of Chaitra which is considered inauspicious for
marriage by Brahmins who would not agree to perform
the marriage cermony during the Nahs or ill-omened
days. But Bhai Dayal had no belief in the sinister
aspect of the stars and looked upon it as a superstition
deprecated by Sikhism. Sant Budhu Shah endorsed his
views and, with his persuasion, Charan Dass and his
wife agreed to the performance of their daughter's
»

marriage in the local Gurdwara in the month of Chaitra
itself with the recitations of Anand and other hymns from
fhe Guru Granth Sahib followed by the Sikh prayer, the
Ardas of the Khalsa. This marriage is very significant
in history for its simplicity, freedom from Brahamanical
rites and devotion to the Word of the Gurus. It also
added to the reputation of Bhai Dayal as a practical
reformer. Example is always better t i a n precept and is
a living proof of the preceptor's sincerity.
On one occasion during his visit to Rawalpindi,
Maharaja Ranjit Singh sent through an orderly of his, a
Mohar for Prasad at the dharamsala of Bhai Ram Singh
where Beba Dayal used to discourse upon the hymns of
Guru Granth Sahib. The Baba sent back a message saying
that it would be more in the fitness of things for the
Maharaja to attend the congregation at the gurdwara
and to make the offering personally. The Maharaja
readily accepted the suggestion and was present at the
Gurdwara next morning. He also proposed to grant a
jagir to Baba Dayal who, however, declined to accept it.
The Maharaja then granted it in the name of the
16

Gurdwara.i
The radical reforms preached by Baba Dayal were
not relished by the priestly class of the Brahmins, most
of whose income came from the offering of the people
whose ceremonies were guided and presided over by
2
them. Some of reactionary Sikhs were also opposed
to his views under similar influences. The leaders of
this opposition were Nihal Singh Chhachhi and a Hindu
named Tauroo Rai. In the course of a discussion, they
told him that while he washed the feet of humblest of
Sikhs, he preached against the worship of Hindu gods
and goddesses. This they said, was a sort of blasphemy
and they imposed upon him a fine on behalf of the Hindu
ed
society. True to his conviction, Baba Dayal repl
that as a Sikh, he was doing what the great Gurus had
be
preached and was not liable to pay any
oerced by ostracism. This not only resulted in his
personal boycott, and of his Nirankari associates, but
also in closing to him the doors of Peshawarian di
dharamsala. But nothing could deflect him from the path
that he had chosen for him self. He believed his cause
to be right and sacred. Opposition to it rather added to
moral
strength.
He
purchased
a
piece
of
land
on
h
m
3, 1851, on the bonk of
the southwest of the city and set up a gurdwara there,
known as Nirankari Darbar*. With this the Nirankari
1 This meeting between Baba Dayal and maharaja
Ranjit Singh took Place sometime in 1820 AD.
2 Most of the Sikhs at that time were believers in
superstitions.
3 The land was purchased for Nirankari Darbar which
was not situated on the Bank of the river land. Its
reference to Gurdwara Dayal Sar by the learned
anthor is by mistake.
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movement gained a permanent footing. The followers
and admirers of Babe Dayal began their work of reform
with greater zeal. The manuscript volume of the sacred
Guru Granth Sahib of 1748 (1805 Bk.) was also brought
from Peshwarian di dharamsala, and, inspite of the
opposition of Nihal Singh and Tauroo Rai, the reformminded Sikhs gathered at the new Nirankari gurdwara in
increasing numbers.
One* Bhai Diwan Singh of Mangowal, popular for
his religious discourses, visited Rawalpindi with a
number of his followers and put up in the Bara-dari
Gurdwara. He was invited to dinner by two Nirankari
brothers One of them happened to die during the night
before the fixed day. Bhai Diwan Singh, therefore
refused to come for the dinner saying that it had become
polluted and that it would remain so for 13 days for
ordinary people and for 21 days for saints like himself.
This was nothing but a superstition. When Baba Dayal
heard of it, he desired that the food prepared for the
occasion might be brought to the Nirankari Sangat and
it was served there after the cremation, unimindful of
the murmurings of some people. He also availed himself
of the earliest opportunity to address a large gathering
in the Bara-dari gurdwara in the presence of Bhai Diwan
Singh and referring to the incidence, he quoted from the
Guru Ganuh Sahib the hymns of the Gurus saying that
births and deaths were all in the wiil oi god and that
there was no pollution for those who believed in Him.
* Thakar Sant Dewan Singh of mangwal tehsil Chakwal
distt.Jhelum (1768-1852 AD) was a son of Chaudhri
Sujan Mai. Dewan Singh was desciple of Sant Malla
Singh. (See Nirmal Panth Darshan, Vol. IV, Page 132)

-Editor.
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During the visit of Baba Dayal to Kala Gujran in the
district of Jhelum, a Sadhu, Beli Ram by name, was
greatly upset by his unitarion preachings and, with the
help of his follower Asa Ram, administered to Bhai Dayal
a poisonous pill instead of a tonic. Fortunately it had
no adverse effect on him. Seeing him hale and hearty
after some days, the Sadhu was greatly surprised. And
when Bhai Dayal asked him for another pill saying that
the previous one had done him good, Sadhu Beli Ram
and his follower not only acknowledged their crime and
asked for his forgiveness but also abandoned their
ascetic way of life and came to the Sikh faith>.
Baba Dayal had three sons. Darbara Singh born on
Wednesday Baisakh 1, 1871 Bk. (April 11/12, 1814),
Bhag Mall, born in 1877 Bk. (A.D. 1820) and Ratan
Chand on Thursday, Chaitra Sudi 1. 1887 Bk. (March
25, 1830). All of them were Sikhs, dedicated to the
Nirankari mission of fheir father.
The performance of some of the Brahmanical rites
on the death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh at Lahore on
June 27, 1839, and of the sati or burning alive of his
queens and seven maid-servants on his funeral pyre
under the baneful influence of the Brahmins and the
Dogras sent out a thril of horror throughout the country.
The same horrid spectacle was seen in November 1840
when his son Maharaja Kharak Singh and grandson
Kanwar Nau-Nihal Singh died. The custom of sati was
not only cruel and inhuman in nature but was also
un-Sikh. Bhai Dayal therefore, raised a strong voice
against it in his congregations and warned the Sikhs
against following it.
s

1 Sadhu Beli Ram (1856) wrote a complete volume of
Adi Granth. This holy Granth is with the Editor.
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Baba Dayal passed away at Rawalpindi at the age
of 72 on Tuesday, Magh 78, 7977 BK., January 29/30,
7855. The opponents of Nirankari movement reported
to the local official that he had been socially boycotted
by the people of the city and if this body were taken
urn, there might be some d
th
turbance of peace. To avoid this, a prohibitory order
was issued by the Deputy Commissioner. This came as
a great suprise to the Nirnkaris. But Bhai Darbara Singh,
the eldest son of Bhai Dayal, had already decided to
entrust the dead body to the running waters of the
Layee rivulet. This place, later on, came to be known
as Dayal Sar.
A day before his death, Baba Dayal had nominated
Bhai Darbara Singh as the future leader of the Nirankari
mission. He was as enthusiastic about socisi reform
in Sikh society as his father and he earnestly took the
work in hand, particuiarly in respect of marriage ceremonies Therein the Brahmanical influence was then
being felt the most.
Within six weeks of his taking over the pontificate of
the Nirankaris, Baba Darbara Singh called a conference of
the members and admirers of the order on Chet 1, 7977
BK., March 72, 7855. There he explained the teachings
of the great Gurus and the Sikh way of life. He deplored
at the same time that some un-Sikh practices had, with
the passage of time, crept into the Sikh society under
the influence of their neighbours dominated by the
Brahmanical priests. He made a particular reference to
the marriage ceremony where, at the fire worship havan,
the priest recited some verses in Sanskrit which nobody
in the assemblage understood. Eeven the priest himself,
at times, did not understand them. He only repeated
what he had learnt up by heart. Moreover, Sikhism did
20

not allow fire-worship or worship of any gods and goddesses, he said. Thus the whole ceremony became a
meaningless formality
For a practical demonstration of the Sikh marriage
ceremony, Baba Darbara Singh called out for a girl and
a boy. One Hari Singh Adhwalia stood up with his
daughter Nihali, and then Nihal Singh with his son
Bhola Singh. On the following morning, the couple
was married in the presence of the Guru Granth Sahib
with the recitation of sacred hymns and Anand therefrom,
and as an expression of devotion to the Word of the great
Masters, the couple walked round the holy scripture four
times to the accompaniment of the four hymns of lawan
and then bowed down to it in sub-mission to its
teachings. Baba Darbara Singh then explained to the
couple in a common speech to all assembled on the
occasion, their duties and responsibilities towards each
other, and to the society at large. This simple ceremony
of marriage sanctified by the teachings of the Gurus is
known as Gurmat Viyah or Anand Viyah.
(The whole procedure prescribed for and followed in
Anand marriage ceremony is described in detail in the
literature issued on the subject by the Nirankari Darbar,
(1856 Ad.) the Chief Khalsa Diwan (1915 Ad) and the
Shromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee). (1935 Ad.)
Baba Darbara Singh then undertook an extensive
tour of the surrounding towns and villages in Pothohar
to preach his mission and guided the performance of a
number of marriages there according to the Gurmat.
Hearing of the fame of the Nirankari movement, Bhai
Ram Singh Namdhari of Bhaini visited Baba Darbara
Singh in the summer of A D. 1856. The latter explained
to him the various Sikh ceremonies as they should be
performed in accordance with the teachings of the
*
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Gurus. The Namdhari leader, however, adopted only a
part of the Gurmat Viyah ceremony inasmuch as performing it with the recitation of the lawan and Anand. He
retained the Brahmanical Vedi, the f'«re worship Havan,
etc., perhaps as a compromise with the old Hindu system
whose influence was too deep in his part of the country
to be easily eradicated.
In 1861, Baba Darbara Singh paid a visit to Amritsar.
Here he wished to perform the marriage of a couple.
Mira Devi of Kala Gujran, district Jhelum, and Boota
Singh, in front of the Akal Takht in the precints of the
Golden Temple. They had come all the way from their
homes as desired by Baba Darbara Singh. The Jathedar*
of the Akal Takht and the Head Granthi of the Darbar
Sahib did nof permit him to do so This was then the
state of affairs in the holiest of the holy Sikh shrines.
So predominant was the influence of the Brahmanicals
there that he had to find another place in the city in
2
the dharmsala of Mahant Dayal Singh to perform the
marriage according to the Gurmat.
It was in these days that Bhai Jassa Singh, a Garnthi
of the Darbar Sahib, died on his bedstead. This was
considered to be inauspicious by the old Brahmin-ridden
people saying that Jassa Singh had died be-gata, as
unacceptable for honorable transmigration of his soul
According to them, he should have been laid on the
ground with his head towards the north. This was being
talked about throughout the city of Amritsar. On hearing
of it, Darbara Singh went to the Akal Takht. Baba Khem
A

1 Jathedar kal Takht came into being in 1920. Before
this, Pujari used to occupy this position.
[Editor]
2 Thakar Gulab Singh was the Mahant et that time in
in Dehra Thakar Dayal Singh, Chowk Monni.
[Editor]
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Singh Bedi* then happened to be sitting there. Baba
Darbara Singh said that Jassa Singh was a devoted Sikh
who regularly bathed in the tank or Sarovar of the Darbar
Sahib, read the hoiy scripture daily and never failed
his morning and evening prayers. Such a pious person
could certainly not be said to have died an evil death.
Baba Khem Singh then said ; "What you say is right, but
we are worldly people and have to live and die among
them" Baba Darabara Singh did not relish this compromising attitude of Baba Khem Singh Bedi and unhesitatingly said : "You claim to be the leader of the Sikhs;
these words of yours would mislead these unsuspecting
ignorant people " He then quoted the following lines
of Guru Nanak :
T
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Follow not the custom that maketh thee forsake the
Lord, Blessed is the love, sayeth Nanak, that maintaineth thy honour with the Lord.

(VadhansVar. I. p. 590.)
Baba Darbara Singh greatly strengthened the Nirankari movement by his persuasive eloquence and through
a number of missionary centres known as Beera, Before
his death on Phagan 3. 1927 BK. (February 12/13,
1870), he nominated his youngest brother Rattan Chand,
popularly known as Ratta, to continue the work
after him.
The new pontiff was a devoted Sikh and enthusiastic
propagator of the Nirankari reforms. He spent the
greater part of the first three years of his leadership in
* Baba Bikram Singh Bedi Son of Baba Sahib Singh Bedi
was the head Pujari at that time.
[Editor]
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intensive study of the Guru Granth Sahib and other allied
literature. The death of Baba Darbara Singh had provided
the Brahmanical Hindus and the luke-warm Sikhs
patronized by Baba Khem Singh Bedi to intensify their
opposition to the Nirankari movement. Under their
pressure some of the Nirankari missionaries or Beeredars
had become lax in their duties and failed to regularly
read, as desired by Baba Darbara Singh, the instruction
or hukamnamas issued from the Nirankati headquerters.
When this was brought to the notice of Baba Ratta, he
reprimanded the negligent missionaries in his hukam-nama
of April 1 1 , 1873 (Baisakh 1, 1930 Bk.), for their
compromising attitude to-wards the old Brahmanical
rites and rituals in contradiction of fhe Nirankari reform
of which they ware expected to be enthusiastic
propagators.
Baba Ratta also encouraged the establishment of
some fifty gurdwaras in the Dhanni and Pothohar areas
and introduced therein the holding of aunual conferences
on fixed dates for the propagation of Sikhism as a
separate independent religion in the light of the teachings
of Gurus Nanak and Gobind Singh. In these gurdwaras
there was a regular reading of the Guru Granth Sahib, in
addition to the recitation of the Sukhmani and other
hymns and the service came to an end with ardas. On
every alternative Sunday it was imperative for the leader
of the local congregation, the beeredar, to read there the
Nirankari rules of conduct to keep the Sangat reminded
of their duties and responsibilities. The evening service
in the gurdwara consisted of the recitation of the Rahiras
and Sohila in addition to kirtan or the singing of hymns
from the scripture.
He was opposed to the installation of Brahmanicai
idols of gods and goddesses in the Sikh gurdwaras as it
*
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was against the monotheistic teachings of the Gurus.
Seeing such idols installed in the Panchayati gurdwara
at Kirpa, Baba Ratta walked out of it along with the
accompanying Sangat on the occasion of the death rites
of Bhai Ram Singh, father of Roop Singh Nirankari.
Later on Bhai Roop Singh and his brothers erected a new
gurdwara at Kirpa where an annual mala was held on
Phagan 8 and 9.
The reform-minded Sikh leaders of Amritsar, organized the Singh Sabha movement, with Sardar Thakar
Singh Sandhanwalia as its president and Giani Gian Singh
as its secretary, in 1873, two years before the establishment of the Arya Samaj at Bombay in 1875. The Singh
Sabha of Amritsar, the Khalsa Diwan of Lahore and the
Chief Khalsa Diwan at Amritsar, with its Sikh Educational
Committee, have rendered commendable service to the
Sikh community throughout the country, particulariy in
the field of education. The Khalsa schools and colleges
established under their lead and inspiration became, in
a way, centres of Sikh missionary work and they had
the fullest sympathy and co-operation of the leaders and
followers of the Nirankari movement.
Some of the leading missionaries of the Singh Sabha
like Bha\ Dit Singh and Giani Thakar Singh were closely
associated with the Nirankari leaders. The former is
said to have spent some six months at Rawalpindi and
felt inspired by the ceremonies performed at the Nirankari
Darbar according to Gurmat.
Maharaja Hira Singh of Nabha felt deeply interested
in the reforms introduced by the Nirankaris and visited
Rawalpindi some time in the first decade of the century
to have first-hand knowledge of the work being done by
them for the revival of Sikhism in its original*glory.
Ha met Baba Ratta and his prominent associates and
25

was greatly impressed by their sincerity and zeal. He
asked them if he could be of any service to them. Baba
Ratta explained that the biggest handicap in the way of
the Sikh masses to accept the reforms, particularly in
marriage ceremony, was the non-recognition of the
Anand marriage by the law of the land, which had been
framed on the basis of the age-old Hindu practice. It
was freely broadcast by the anti-reform Brahmanicals,
and was feared in Sikh circles, that, in case of an Anand
marriage being challenged in a court of law, it might
not be declared null and void, adversely affecting the
right of inheritance. The Maharaja realized the genuineness of the fear, and on his return to Nabha asked his
son Tikka Ripudaman Singh, who was then a member
of the Viceroy's Council, to have the needful done.
Tikka Sahib presented a bill in the Council to accord
legal recognition to the Anand marriage among the Sikhs.
It wes later pushed forward by Sardar Sunder Singh
Majithia^with whose efforts it was passed as the Anand
Marriage Act (VII of 1909) on October 22, 1909.
To avoid any complication Baba Ratta nominated his
son Baba Gurdit Singh, as his successor on October 29,
1907 (Katik13, 1964 BK.) and at the same time declared that he would in turn be followed by his son
Hara Singh.
Baba Gurdit Singh occasionally attended the annual
conferences and melas of the Nirankaris in Pothor, but
mostly Hara Singh represented him there and encouraged
the Sahajdhari Nirankaris to grow hair and become regular

Singhs
By the end of the second decade of the century,
damand for reform in the gurdwa'as reached its highest
peak. The cold-blooded massacre of some 130 Sikhs
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atNankana Sahib on February 20, 1921, by Mahcrnt
Narain Das shocked the community, in fact the whole of
the country, and declaired for immediate taking over of
the control of the gurdwaras by the Shromani Gurdwara
Prabandhak Committee, organized for the purpose on
November 15-16, 1920. The Nirankaris were in full
sympathy with the aims and objects of the Committee,
and their leader Baba Gurdit Singh was elected as
member of Committee.
On Phagan 4, 1978 BK. (February 15,1922), was
laid the foundation of the new building of the Nirankari
Darbar at Rawalpindi.
tt was completed in December
1922 and was the taHest building in the city.
During the 1946-1947 disturbances in Rawalpindi
and the neighbouring areas, Baba Hara Singh rendered
commendable service to the Hindus and Sikhs. When
the disturbances began on March 5, 1947* Baba Hara
Singh was at Gakkhar in the Fatehjang tehsil. The dislocated people gathered in the gurdwara and were
brought safely to Rawalpindi via Fatehjang. The
Nirankari Darbar, the Shri Guru Singh Sabha Gurdwara
and the adjoining buildings were the main rendezvous of
helpless refugees during those perilous days,
Baba Gurdit Sing died at Rawalpindi on April 26,
1947 (Baisakh 14, 2004 BK.) The city was then under
curfew and it appeared difficult to convey the dead body
for cremation to Dayalsar outside the city. The Deputy
Commissioner, however, was greatly helpful in providing
a strong police-guard for the funeral procession, and the
cremation was performed at Dayalsar with all solemnity.
i

With the creation of Pakistan in August, 1947 on
religious basis, the Panjab was divided into two parts,
with the result that the Hindu and Sikh population of the
Western Panjab was driven out into India, and most of
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the Nirankaris settled down in Amiitsar, \ Ludhiana,
Patiala, Delh' etc. Some of them moved on to other
parts of the country.
Baba Hara Singh, the successor of BabaGurdit Singh, 1
soon got in touch with Niranaris scatterd all over the
country and held a conference of theirs in January 1948.
This was the first of their annual conferences after the
partition. Their annual and other periodical gatherings
provide an excellent platform for the propagation of
Sikhism. In recent years the Nirankaris have established
their headquarters at Chandigarh, the foundation stone
of which was iaid by His Highness Maharaja Yadavindra
Singh of Patiala on February 2, i960 (Magh 20, 2016
BK.)
Baba Hara Sigh died at Amritsar on January T5 1971,
and was cremated at Chandigarh on the premises of
the Nrrankari Darbar.
The Nirankaris, as mentioned earlier, are pure monotheists believing in the unity of God who, as stated in
the opening lines of the Sikh Scripture, is the] Creator of
the Universe, Self-existant and Formless. They do not
believe in any gods and goddesses and have full faith in
the Guru Granth Sahib, which is their only scripture to be
relied upon for guidance in life and for the performance
of ceremonies from birth to death, They recognize no
distinctions of caste and creed and of high or low, and
observe no untouchability like the Hindus. They perform
no Shardha or feeding of priestly Brahmins for the benefit
of their dead ancestors or relatives, nor do they recognize
good and bad omens.or favourable or unfavourable or eviS
effects of stars on human lives and behaviour.
They perform their marriages accordings to the
Gurmat in the presence of the Guru Granth Sahib, and
they are opposed to the exhibition of dowry. They do
•
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not consult Brahmins or astrologers for auspicious time
for marriage, business, travellings, etc. Widow marriage
is allowed but polygamy is prohibited. Instead of
weeping and mourning on the occasion of a death, they
take it as a natural occurrence in the Will of God and
sing hymns from the holy scripture. Besides the usual
Sikh places of historical and religious importance,
Nirankaris look upon Dayalsar Gurdwara at Rawalpindi
with special reverence.
They generally greet one
another with the words 'Dhan Nirankar^ and.their Ardas
begins with the words Adi sat Nirankar da dhian dhax ke
Guru Nanak lei dhyae ... The Nirankari pontiffs are pure
vegetarians. They eat no flesh and opium, nor do they
drink any intoxicants like bhang, wine etc.
Smoking
is strictly prohibited among the Nirankaris. Generally
speaking, they are honest and reliable businessmen,
looking upon cheating and using false weights as
perticularly heinous crimes. They believe in living upon
what they earn by the sweat of their brow and devote
the offerings made to the Guru Granth Sahib on cermonial
and other occasions to religious and charitable purposes.
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Jin IntrO«iont£oML to tne* wj^ittn^s
of Or- Man Singh N i r a n k a r i
By John C. B. Webster*
A good number of historians have used 'The Nrrankarf
Gurmat Parambhita'^ in preparing their histories of t h e
Sikhs or of the Punjab with the result that the Nirankars
now occupy an accepted place in that history, usually
as forerunners or as the first signs of the Sikh renaissance
dominated by the Singh Sabha movement, fn addition,
Nrrankaris began to contribute historical and theological
articles, in English and Punjabi, to non-Nirankari publications. The most prolific and important Nirankan
writer has been Man Singh Nirankari, the second son
of Sahib Hara Singh J i , whose work has been published
in a large number of newspapers, magazines, journals
and books.
Man Singh was born in Rawalpindi* on 8 December
1911. He was trained not as a historian or theologian
but as a doctor. He did his F. Sc. at Gordon College
in 1931, and his M.B.B.S. at King Edward Medical
College Lahore, in 1937. After t w o years at the Royal
College of Surgeons and in the Infirmary at Edinburgh,
he joined the Provincial Medical Service. Most of his
career was spent at the Medical College in Amritsar
where, after additional training abroad, he rose to be
Professor of Ophthalmology (1956) and Principal (1971).
1 The Nirankari Sikhs P. 46-48.
2 (Edited by Baba Surinder Singh Nirankari 1951) (Ed)
3 Meki Dhok, Distt. Cambalpur (Ed)
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In 1962 he was made a Fallow of the Academy of Medical
Sciences by President Radha Krishnan. He is a man with
not only a keen interest in religious subjects but also
wide social and professional contacts. He has been a
member of the Senates of Punjab and Guru Nanak Dev
Universities, as well as of the Dharmak Salahakar Committee of the S.G.P C. His writings, which appear in
great numbers from the late 1960's onwards, deal not
only with distinctively Nirankari subjects but also with
those aspects of Sikh history and thoughts which
Nirankari share with other Sikhs. Of particular importance are his view of Nirankari history and the distinctively Nirankari perspective he brings to bear on certain
important themes in Sikh theology.
Three important themes run through his history. The
first is the strong anti-Brahmnical thrust of Nirankari
history. In a nutshell Baba Dayal the first Sikh protestant
was against all that smack of Brahmanic ritualism and
superstitions. So too was Baba Darbara Singh, and in
Man Singh's view such ritualism is the very negation o;
Sikh way of life.
The second theme is that the Nirankari gurus played
the same role in Sikhism as did Martin Luther in
Christianity as well as the Brahmo Smaj and Swami
Daya Nand in Hinduism, that of reformers whose role it
was to lift their people out of the rut of meaningless
ritual and degrading superstition and to return them to
the pure religion of their orginal scriptures.
The third, and probably the most significant theme
is that there were close ties and direct causal connections between the Nirankaris and the Singh Sabha
Movements. Both were reformist movements and, in
Man Singh's view the 'Singh Sabha Movement' is an
extension of Nirankari Movement and not its rival. This
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he Seeks to establish by showing that certain Singh Sabha
leaders were influenced by Sahib Rattaji However, in
his view it is the Anand marrige ceremony which provides
the major link between the Nirankaris and the Singh
Sabha. Indeed, the Anand marriage ceremony is to his
way of thinking, the Nirankaris' main claim to fame and
most important contribution to Sikhism. While Baba
Dayal was married in an Anand ceremony, but without
circumambulation of the Adi Granth, in 1808, Baba
Darbara Singh perfomed the first anand marriage in its
full form at the Nirankari Darbar Rawalpindi, in 1855.
Susequently, he performed the ceremony on several
occasions elsewere. The first Anand marriage in Lahore
on the Singh Sabha stage performed by a Nirankari, Bhai
4
Manna Singh in 1893-94.
And it was Sahib Rattaji
who urged Maharaja Hira Singh and his son, Maharaj
Kumar Ripduman Singh of Nabha, when they came to
6
pay homage to him in 1908. to get legal sanction for
the anand ceremony.
It is through these themes, and particularly the last
one, that Man Singh has integrated Nirankari history
into what now become the main stream of Sikh History.
In addition to these themes of- Nirankaii history, two
matters detail in Man Singh's writing deserve mention.
The first is that he has great use of the 1891 census
figures
The second Is in supplying a chronology
of Baba Dayal's life. In his article 'The Nirankari as
Harbinger of Sikh Renaissance', Man Singh juxtaposed
the Lodiana Mission report concerning the date of
founding (1844-45) and the secret nature of the Nirankari
cult with Nirankari tradition. He placed Baba Dayal's
mother death in 1801, his 'call' in 1802, his move to
Rawalpindi and foundation of the cult in 1805, his open
preaching from 1815, and Maharaja Ranjit Singh's visit
in 1820. This gives the Nirankaris an early date of
origin and avoids the critical issue involved in
doing so.
4 1899-90 (Ed)
5 1906 (Ed)
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Tli© Nrir»anl*ai?is As Harbinger
of Sikh Renaissance

By : Dr. Man Singh Nirankari, Amritsar
In the Sikh Review of February, 1972, Professor
Harbans Singh, writing on the occasion of Singh Sabha
Anniversary, observes that the rot, which had set in,
had been registered long before the Singh Sabha came
into being.
Baba Dayal. a saintly man and a contemporary of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh, had cavilled at the shortcomings
of the mighty and assailad the rites and observances
undermining the Sikh faith. His main target was the
worship of images against which he preached vigorously.
He re-emphasized the Sikh belief in Nirankar—the
*

Formless One. From this the movement, he had started,
came to be known as the Nirankari Movemsnt.
For the early Christian missionaries, it was an
interesting development.
As a report says, "sometime
In the summer, we heard of a movement among the
Hindus of Rawalpindi, which from the representation we
received, seem to indicate the state of mind favourable
to the reception of truth. On investigation, however,
it was found that the whole movement was the result of
the efforts of an individual to establish a new Panth
(religious sect), of which he should be the instructor
and guide. The sect has been in existence eight or nine
years, but during the Sikh reign fear kept them quiet ;
since the extension of the Company's Government over
the country, they have become more bold and with the
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assistance of our religious publications to furnish them
with arguments aqainst idolatory they have attacked
the faith of the Hindus most fiercely. They professedly
reject idolatory and all reverence and respect for whatever is held sacred by Sikhs or Hindus, except Nanak
and his Granth. The Hindus complain that they even
*

give abuse to the cow. This climax of impiety could
not be endured ; it was followed by some street disturbances, which brought the parties into the Civil
Court...they are called Nirankaris, from their belief in
God as a spirit without bodily form. They regard Nanak
as their saviour, inasmuch as he taught them the way
of salvation. Of their peculiar practices only t w o things
are learnt. First, they assemble every morning for worshing, which consist of bowing the head to the ground
before the Granth, making offerings, and in hearing the
Granth read by one of their members, and explain also if
their leader be present. Secondly, they do not burn their
dead becacse that would assimilate them to the Hindus ;
not bury them, because that would make them too much
like Christians and Musalmans, but throw them into
the river.''
From the Annual Report of Ludhiana Mission of 1853
the following picture emerges clearly :
1. The Nirankari movement was the result of the
efforts of an individual (Baba Dayal) to establish a new
Panth (religious sect). The sect has been in existence
eight or nine years (1844) but during the Sikh reign fear
kept them quiet. They have become bold since establishment of Company's rule.
The second part of the statement of the Mission report
requires further scrutiny. According to Nirankari tradition,
Baba Dayal laid the foundation of Nirankari Movement as
soon as he shifted his abode from Peshawar to Rawalpindi
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in 1802. "He started pTeaching his mission regularly with
vigour without any fear from 1815 onward. Maharaja
Ranjit Singh was aware of this reform movement and met
Baba Dayal during his visit to Rawalpindi. Sometime in
1820 the Maharaja offered jagir to Babaji, which he declined to accept for himself. Jagir was given later in the
name of Gurdwara Bhai Ram Singh where Baba ji used to
hold after noon congregation.
2. The Nirankari professedly reject idolatory. They
believe in God as a spirit without bodily form (formless)
One Nirankar). They follow Nanak and Adi Granth—they
believe that Adi Granth is the only holy scripture of
the Sikh.
3. They do not attach any religious sanctity to cow,
though its economic importance is recognised. To give
abuse to Cow is preposterous idea Propounded to create
rift amongst Hindus 8- Sikhs. Missionary reports were
not correct in mentioning that Nirankari preachers were
affraid to express their views during sikh regime.
4. They are apprehensive of Sikh merging into
Hindu; hence, they reject all Brahmnical rituals even in
teeth of opposition. For that very reason in early days
of Nirankari movement, the dead bodies were immersed
in river instead of the usual Hindu-Sikh practice of
cremation.
5. The Nirankaris are against the usual meaningless
Brahmnical rituals, and pin their faith in simple and
straightforward ceremonies derived on their own interpretation of Adi Granth based on reasons and common
sense.
In the Hukam Nama, (Nirankaris Book of Ordinance
1857) the purpose of Baba Dayal's coming into being is
mentioned in these words. "Once Baba Dayal entered the
Realm of Truth (Sachkhand) the abode of Formless One,
and all the Gurus. Baba Dayal was ordained by the
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Masters to go to the Realm of Action (Mat Lok) for
propagation and spread of righteousness, to combat dark
forces of Brahmnical cult, and to illuminate the path of life
with Gurus' words (Shabad). He was appointed custodian of all the followers of Gurus ; whosoever follows
him would attain Eternal Bliss (Mokash)."
The founder of Nirankari Movement, Baba Dayal,
was born at Peshawar in 1783. The political situation
in the country was in turmoil and hoards of invaders
frequently pillaged the Punjab and Delhi. His father
Ram Sahai Malhotra (Khatri), migrated from Kabul due
to uncertain political situation. His forefathers, Dew
Sahai and Guru Sahair belonged to an illustrous Sikh*
family of Kabul, and visited Anandpur Sahib, once or
twice to pay homage to Guru Gobind Singh. Baba
Z)ayal's mother, Ladiki, also belonged to historic Sikhfamily. Her father, Bhai Vasakha Singh, was son of
Bhai Bhagwan Singh who worked as Treasurer to Guru
Gobind Singh at Anandpur Sahib. His mother used to
take him to Gurudwara Bhai Joga Singh at Peshawar
every morning.
He got his early education at the Maktab and learnt
•Persian. Punjabi was taught to him by his mother^
Dayal lost his father at a very tender age and even his
mother left him round about 1802 when he was hardly
18 years of age. His mother at her deathbed enjoined
on him to study Gurbani and mould his life according to
the teachings of the Granth. Dayal recited Gurbani from
the Granth at Gurudwara Bhai Joga Singh and with deep
reverence he used to wave Chaur over Guru Granth
Sahib. One day, while doing this, he got mystic
experience and he heard a clarion call : "Give up
this ritualistic practice. You have been commissioned to
expel darkness of ignorance, superstition and falsehood
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from the minds of the people ; illuminate their path by
the true spiritual knowledge, propagate meditation of
Name Nirankar
You are a true Nirankari as you are a
believer of God as a spirit without bodily f o r m . " Since
then, he began preaching against superstitions and
practice of ioolatory. This incidence happened sometime
in 1802,
Baba Oayal proved to be the most outstanding
thinkers of his time. His views and interpretation of
Sikh beliefs merits special mention. The crowded career
of this eminent thinker and practical reformer deserves
reconstruction with utmost care and objectivity. His
main contribution was to reinterpret Guru Nanak's
teachings-especially the belief in one Nirankar (formless God) and to free the minds of our people from all
types of superstitions and meeningless rituals.
His maternal uncle, Bhai Milkha Singh, whose
ancestral home was at Rohtas, District Jhelum, persuaded
Dayalji to settle down at Rawalpindi where he would
find a wider field for the propagation of his mission.
Dayalji shifted from Peshawar in 1802 and started a
grocer's shop to earn his livelihood.
Mata Sahib Devi, consort of Guru Gobind Singh,
was also from Rohtas. It is possible that she might be
close relation of Bhai Milkha Singh.

First Anand Marriage
in March 1808 (Chet) Dayalji went to Bhera, then
a flourishing business centre, where he met one saint,
Budhu Shah, a Sewa-panthi. He had religious discourses
and discussions. One day Bhai Charan Dass Kapur and
his wife visited the saint when the discussion was going
on and they liked his exposition of Gurbani. They
offered the hand of their daughter to him and Dayalji
accepted it on the condition that the marriage should be
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performed within a few days as ft was not passibfe for
him to come back again, ft was the month of Chet
which, according to Brahmnical cult, is inauspicious and
hence no marriage could be performed. They searched
for a Pandit but no one would agree to perform the
Ceremony. Situation helped Baba Dayaf to introduce
& propagate his revolutionany ideas. He told Sant
Budhu Shah to persuade Bhar Charan Dass to bring
his daughter to which Bhai Charan Dass and his w i l e
agreed after some hesitation. Shabads and Anand Sahib
was recited and prayer for the success of this Anand
Marriage offered. In this way the first practical step was
taken and foundation was laid for future reforms.
On his return to Rawalpindi, his adversaries were
astonished and perturbed as they were planning to isolate
him. Had it been in their power, they would not have
allowed anyone to offer his daughter for marriage t o
young rebel Dayal. His preaching against the worship
of gods and goddesses offended them. He was also
against useless and meaningless Brahmnical rituals and
ceremonies.
Baba Dayal, however, soon gathered round him substantial number of ardent admirers arid followers. He
began to preach in the Gurudwara Peshawarian where
he earnestly propagated his mission and raised congregational slogan "Japo piario dhann Nirankar. Jo dth dhari
sab khuar." (All Glory to the Form-less (Nirankar) One,
god corporeal you must shun).

Bhai Diwan Singh
Mangwal was a small village in Tehsil Chakwal,
where Thakur Bhai Dewan Singh, a renowned scholar and
eminent preacher lived. He was on a visit to Rawalpindi
with his large retinue of camp-followers. Wherever he
went, his entourage was held in high esteem and was
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invited to dinner (Langar).
He was staying at Gurudwara Bara-dari where he recited Katha and gave exposition of Gurubani.
Two halwai brothers (sweet-meat-makers) were
ardent admirers of Baba Dayal. After getting his consent, they invited Saint Dewan Singh to dinner. The
whole night was spent in preparing delicacies for the
langar. Next morning, as ill luck would have it, one
brother namely Suba Singh died suddenly. This tragic
and untimely event upset the whole arrangement
The
living brother, Kaur Singh, had to arrange for the cremation and also langar of Saint Dewan Singh. He consulted
Baba Dayal who directed him to inform about this unusual
situation to Saint Dewan Singh, and fix the time for
langar. Meanwhile preparations were to be made for
the cremation of his brother's body.
The Saint was informed accordingly. Dewan Singh
was visibly annoyed and became furious. He angrily
said to Kaur Singh : " O h foolish man you do not realise
the implications of the situation. According to the
Shastras, all type of food in the dead person's house
gets polluted for 13 days, but for the saints of my
eminence and reputation the food remains polluted for
21 days. Go and throw the food to dogs and animals.
It is not fit for our use."
When Baba Dayal ji came to know of the foolish and
superstitious behaviour of Dewan Singh, he advised
Bhai Kaur Singh, helped him get his brother cremated,
and asked him to bring the food as prasad (sacred meal)
into the Gurudwara Bhai Ram Singh in the afternoon
where he was holding congregation and giving exposition of Gurbani. Large number of people, who were
assembled there, refused to partake the polluted' food.
Only the ardent followers of Dayaiji took the prasad
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without hesitation.

The rest of the

food was distributed

amongst the poor.
Baba Dayal was least upset. On the other hand,
he appeared in the Gurudwara Bara-dari next morning
where Bhai Dewan Singh was addressing big congregation. Recalling the previous day's incident Baba
Dayal boldly addressed the sangat end Bhai Dewan
Singh. When the cuplet from Guru Nanak's Asa-di-Var
was being sung by the Ragi. the hymns read thus :
"Jamna Marna Hukm He Bhane Ave ja, Khana Peena
Pavitar Hai Ditto Ne Rijak Saba, Nanak Jini Gurmukh
Bujhia Tina Sutak N a " .
Food and drink is a gift from God and is thus pure ;
those who believe in Him recognise this truth that there
is no defiliment of food on account of death and birth
(Sutak Patak).
He was critical of Bhai Dewan Singh's unworthy
behaviour as he professed to be a saint. Bhai Dewan
Singh had no raply and hung his head in shame.
This was Babe Dayalji's second big victory over
orthodoxy. The orthodox society steeped in superstitions was not prepared to give in so easily. They were
furious and boycotted him and he was thrown out of
Gurudwara Peshawarian which was got constructed at
his instance.
Two eminent leaders of Brahmnic orthodoxy, Sardar
Nihal Singh Chhachhi (later on knighted during
Company's rule) and Dewan Toru Rai, were his greatest
opponents. They began to organise people to oppose
him. During this period some street clashes also took
place and litigation was started in the courts
Dayalji
was not made of ordinary stuff to be browbeaten by
them. His heart got steeled by this episode and he
purchased a piece of land outside the city for eighty
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rupees on December 3, 1851 and constructed there a
citadel against orthodoxy.
Baba Daya! died on 30th January 7855. He appointed
his eldest son, Baba Darbara Singh, to succeed him.
Baba Dayal's body was entrusted to the pool of water
of Laye stream with singing of hymns from Gurbani, and
Ardas was recited and Karah Prasad and Luchi [Pan
cakes] were distributed.
His death, being the time of greatest fulfilment, was
celebrated as an occasion of rejoicing instead of mourning. This place had been selected by Babaji during his
life as he knew that orthodox people would not allow
the cremation of his body at the public cremation grcund.
The place thereafter came to be known as Dayal Sar.
After the death of his father, Baba Darbara Singh
fervently continued the Nirankari Mission. He realised
that Sikhism could only be preserved in all its purity by
complete break from Brahmnical influence. The Sikhs
»

had drifted away from the fundamental teachings of the
Gurus because their social rites and customs had all
been dominated by Brahmnical interference. Meaningless rituals were being practised. The Sikh were Sikhs
only in name, The Gurbani was being recited like the
Sanskrit Mantras without understanding. Baba Darbara
Singh was determined to end all this.
The changes, which he wanted to effect, did not
imply turbulence, upheaval or disorder ; rather the
changes expressed the purpose of strengthening faith in
and dedication and devotion to Guru Nanak's teachings.
He wanted a complete break with the prevalent superstitions and meaningless rituals. His first act was to
raise the banner of revolt and change, which was
initiated by his father Baba Dayal.
He summoned a largely-attended conference of his
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followers and admirers to the Nirankari Darbar at Rawalpindi on Tuesday, March 13. 1855 (1st of Chet 19/7 BK.).
Baba Darbara Singh called for a youngman and a young
girl to offer themselves for maintaining the purity of
Sikh Dharama. A young man named Bhola and girl
Nihali offered themselves. The young couple was united
in wedlock by the Anand Marriage by circumambulating
the Guru Granth Sahib four times to the tunes of the
hymns. (Santan Ke Karaj Ap Khaloya). Thereafter four
Lavan composed by Guru Ram Dass and Shabad were
recited The Ardas [prayer] was offered and holy food
[Karah Prasad] distributed. Coins and flowers were
showered over the newlywedded couple. In history, this
may be said to be the first Anand Marriage.
Baba Dayal's marriage in 1808 was also according
to Sikh rites but in present marriage, the circumambulating the Adi Granth was also introduced.
Baba Darbara Singh got all the Sikh ceremonies
from birth to death codified in a Hukam Nama issued by
him in 1857. The Copy of original is still preserved.
The Sikhs owe an abiding gratitude to this great leader
whose clarity of thought introduced radical changes in
Sikh way of life.
The aforesaid occasion created greet resentment
against Babaji and his followers. He made extensive
tours of the surrounding towns and villages, preached
his mission and performed several marriages against
determined opposition. Some of the important towns,
where he celebrated Anand Marriages, are worth
mentioning, especially Fatehjang. Tarlai Kalan, Sayyad
Kasran, Kala Gujran and Jabbi. Great opposition was
offered by some of the Sikhs and Hindus of these towns,
and at some places he had to stay for as long as seven
days to overcome their determined opposition.
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In April, 1861, he visited Amritsar with his followers
to persuade the Granthis and Pujaris of Golden Temple
and Akal Takhat. He and his disciples held several
meetings with the Granthis and Pujaris for three days,
but the permission to perform Anand marriage was
refused, as it was considered by them as sacrilege.
Ultimately, he could find a place in Dera Thakur Dayal
Singh in Chowk Monni. First Anand marriage in Amritsar
was thus performed of one Bhai Boota Singh with Bibi
Karam Devi belonging to village Barnali on Monday, 17th
April, 1861.
In short, Baba Darbara Singh's earnest and selfless
efforts bore fruit and the teachings of the Sikh faith in
all their purity shed their beneficient luster in West
Punjab and then in other places. He was fearless,
though humble, and he frankly exposed the hypocritical
manners of the mighty, especially Sir Baba Khem Singh
of Kalar and Baba Bikram Singh Bedi (Head Pujari Akal
Takhat). Both of them (descendants of Baba Sahib
Singh Bedi) came under strong censure as they were
strong supporters of the Brahmnical cult.
When his ministry of 15 years, full of great achievements, came to an end in 1870 at the age of 56, he
appointed his younger brother, Rattan Chand (affectionately known as Sahib Rattaji) as his successor in preference to his son. Baba Rattaji, a saintly man, who
was often seen in deap meditation, propagated the
Nirankari Mission with great zeal and established
Nirankari centres in many towns and villages and appointed many Biredar (subas-local leaders)—a practice
introduced in the time of Baba Darbara Singh. Biredars
were guides and advisors of the local Sangat. They
used to recite the Hukam Nama to the Sangats affer
every f ifteen'days.
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As mentioned earlier, the British annexed the entire
Sikh Kingdom in 1849 and had encouraged the Christian
•

"Missionaries to convert people to their faith
Maharaja
Ranjit Singh's son, prince Dalip Singh, got converted
to Christianity and a prince of Kapurthala house, Sir
Raja Harnan Singh, also became Christian. Many persons,
who had adopted Sikhism for worldly gains during the
reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, also renounced their
faith. The rot had, thus, set in, and with the onrush of
other faiths there was a great erosion and the Sjkh
population was dwindling.
A society was started in 1873 in Amritsar called the
Singh Sabha with Sardar Thakar Singh Sandhwalia as
President and Giani Gian Singh as Secretary. Their main
object was to stop apostasy amongst the Sikhs and to
encourage people, to take Pahul (Khande da Amrit).
The second Singh Sabha was established in Lahore
in 1879, with Dewan Boota Singh and Gurmukh Sing,
Assistant Professor of Oriental College, Lahore, as
President and Secretary.
Amritsar Singh Sabha became the central organisation and other Singh Sabhas became associated with
it. Its name was changed to Khalsa Diwan and its
President was Baba Khem Singh Bedi. In 1886 a rift
came to the surface amongst the incumbents of the
Khaisa Diwan, Amritsar.
In 1875 Arya Samaj came into being and its impact
was felt in the Punjab. Some educated Sikbs were also
attracted to these reformist movements of Swami
Dayanand and occasionally in the congregations of Arya
Samaj, the Sikh sctipture was piaced on a high pedestal
and Shabads were also recited. Later on, some narrowminded Arya Samajists in their meetings persuaded some
mis-guided Sikhs to get their beards and hair shaved
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off. The Sikhs could not tolerate this. All sections of
the Sikhs resented this and the Sikhs, who joined the
Arya Samaj, left it; Giani Ditt Singh and Sardar Jawahar
Singh to mention a few.
They visited Rawalpindi and met Sahib Rattaji,
the 3rd leader of the Nirankari Movement. They sought
his blessings and studied the reformed ceremonies
practised by the Nirankaris, This Sikh Marayada
(ceremonies) was adopted by the progressive Sikh
leaders and introduced ii in programme of their newlyorganized society-the Singh Sabha. Sardar Jawahar
Singh's daughter Bibi Durga's marriage with Dr. Sunder
Singh Puri Dhamial was performed in 1893-1894 according to Anand ceremony by the Nirankari scholar and
preacher, Bhai Manna Singh, who was sent specially
by Baba Rattaji frcm Rawalpindi. It was the first Anand
marriage in Lahore on the Singd Sabha stage. Giani Lai
Singh's Anand marriage at Gujranwala was also performed by Nirankari preachers. It was a happy augury that
the reforms in the Sikh socio-religious ceremonies were
soon picked up by the Sikhs in general, and the followers
of the Singh Sabha movement in particular.
I
I

During Sahib Rattaji's time, Maharaja Hira Singh,
with his son Maharaj kumar Ripudaman Singh of Nabha,
came to pay homage to the great Nirankari at Rawalpindi.
They were greatly impressed by his godly, simple,
forthright demeanour, above all his service - oriented
daily routine. Sahib Rattaji advised them about the
ma
desirability of getting legal sanction for Anand
The hostility to Anand marriage was still strong and the
adversaries of reforms mockingly referred to the sons
and daughters born of Anand marriage wedlock as
illegitimate.
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Against this back-drop Maharaj kumar Ripudamari
Singh introduced the Anand Marriage Bill in Imperial
Legislature Council in 1908, and in the subsequent
meeting of the Council, speaking on the Bill Sir Sunder
Singh Majithia mentioned that Anand marriage was
already prevalent amongst the Nirankaris. On the final
reading of the Annand Marriage Bill, the Lieut. Governor
of the Punjab mentioned that the greatest supporters of
Maharaj kumar Ripudaman Singh were the Sehajdhari
Sikhs who had already adopted this ceremony for the
past 30 years. This is a significant reference that
could only pin-point one great personality of the time,
Sahib Rattaji, who was a Sehjdhari with a large number
of ardent Sehajdhari followers. The Bill was passed into
an Act in October 1909.
Sahip Ratta was succeeded by Baba Gurdit Singh.
During his time the Sikh Maryada was recodified after
long deliberations and discussions and published in a
booklet in 1915 by the Chief Khalsa Dewan, Amritsar.
Sahib Darbara Singh had anticipated it by 58 years,
codifying it from birth to death in the Hukam Nama
issued to all the Nirankari and Biredars in 1857. A copy
of it is available in the Central Sikh Reference Library
at the Golden Temple, Amritsar.
Sahib Gurdit Singh supported the Gurdwara Reform
Movement snd he was a member of the S.G.P.C. before
it got legal sanction. Sahib Gurdit Singh's son, Baba
Hara Singh, came with a large number of Nirankari
Sikhs to serve in the Kar Sewa, cleaning of silt of the
holy tank of Amritsar in June 1923.
After the partition of India, Sahib, Hara Singh, the
5th leader of the Nirankaris, established a centre in
Chandigarh and organised the scattered Nirankaris
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throughout the country. He continued propagation of
the Nirankari misson in the foot-steps of his great
predecessors. On his demise in 1971, Dr. D. C. Pavate,
the Governor of the Punjab, while laying wreath on his
body, paid glowing tributes to the departed leader.
Tributes were also paid by the then Chief Minister,
Sardar Parkash Singh Badal and others.
The Nirankari Sikhs greet each other with words
'Dhan Nirankar'. Their flag is trian gularred, bordered
by green and a strip of blue and yellow, fluttering from
the top, each colour outlined by golden lace. The red
colour represents change, happiness, blue for purity
and eternity, yellow for sacrifice, and green the colour of
Mother Earth.
The Nirankari Sikh Movement parallels the Brahmo
Samaj of Raja Ram Mohan Roy in fighting orthodoxy.
Widow remarriage particularly attracted its attention.
Sati is prohibited. Smoking is forbidden for the Nirankaris
They consider the use of the false weights and speaking
He as heinous crimes.
The Nirankari Sikhs are liberal in their outiook and
professed to propagate the true mission of Guru Nanak.
They are very conscious of being 'Nirankaris' and of what
their great leaders have done for the revival of the Sikh
faith. The Nirankari leaders are to sikhism what Martin
Luther was to Christianity, and Swami Daya nand to
Hinduism. Their teachings, in a nut-shell, are contained
in the book called the Hukam Nama.
The Nirankaris insist on complete and explicit reliance on the Will of (God) Nirankar. They read Gurbani
and sing Shabad (Hymns) on the occasions of births,
marriages and deaths. (They further insist on abstinence
from all intoxicants. The Nirankari sainUeaders were all
*
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hbuse-hoiders and worked as shop-keepers and businessmen. Honest work for sustenance is one of the tenets
of the faith. Service of parents is considered obligatory.
They would not consult the Brahmans or astrologers to
know auspicious day or hour of marriage, business and
the like.
The Nirankaris are very mucn opposed to the show
of dowry, as they maintain that is intended for the use
of the daughter and its exhibition to others is improper
and useless. The Singh Sabha movement, as mentioned
before, is direct outcome of the efforts of the Nirankari
Movement.
In the census report of November 1891, the population of the Nirankaris registered more than 60 000.
Baba Ram Singh Namdhari was also influencad by
the teachings of Sahib Baba Darbara Singh, who persuaded him to introduce the Anand Marriage amongst
his followers and he was partially successful.
The Nirankari Movement, as such, took the lead in
reforms among the Sikhs and could rightly be claimed
as harbinger of Sikh renaissance.
*
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the same

that

"It would be advisable for the organisers of the
Singh Sabha
Centenary Celebrations
Committee
to educate the Sikh masses about socio religious reforms
introduced by the Nirankari movement over half a century before the start of Singh Sabha movement." The
suggestion is welcome, and shall receive all consideration. But
we can remind Doctor Sahib that there is no quarrel about
this contribution of the Nirankari movement. Every author,
writer, or leader of any consequence, whenever he had a
chance to express himself has admiited the primary role of
Nirwnkari movement as the first serious organised campaign
to root out evil and un-Sikh like practices that had corrupted
the social and religious spheres of Sikh Society. History can
never ignore or even minimise, the important part of Nirankari
Sikhs in bringing about awakening in regard to the true spirit
and real tenets as preached by the Sikh Gurus. The Namdhari
movement was second campaign for achieving the same
goal and the Singh Sabha movement emerged as a regular
crusade out of these two earlier struggles.
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